ABSTRAKSI

E-Procurement is the new method in a mechanism of procurement good and service. It done in a goverment environment, and it should not seen only as a work module. E-procurement has to reach the goal which brought by a full system of technology, it means cost will become the priority that we have to prepare. As the part of electronic governnce concept, e-procurement need to always gives the service that can be compared with the service before in a purchasing good and or service which done by a manuall system in a goverment’s environment of Surabaya.

The most important aspect in a progress of procurement is the persons who influence the mechanism of purchasing good and service’s goverment, that’s the committee of procurement. In this research the writter will provide the describetion of e-procurement’s application in which the effect to committee’s performance as the implementer. It’s really interesting to be investigated because electronic in procurement field is the new concept, it disscus about the procress of procurement in Surabaya, because this city include to the best in using electronic of procurement to repair the quality of procurement it self. This reseach is usefull to answer problem using the qualitative research methode. Description by tooke the datas from in deepth interview Otherwise to choose the informans will use by the purposive and snowball sampling technic, which include to the staff of procurement, committee, and aslo the supplier of good and or a service. The conlusion from this research is the e-procurement has an funtion to improve the quality of committe performance.
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